Film dosimetry in water in a 23 MV therapeutic photon beam.
The field size and water depth dependence of the measured optical density of Kodak XV-2 film, irradiated in a 23 MV photon beam has been investigated. The films were positioned in a water tank in a vertical plane containing the beam axis with the upper film edge parallel to the water surface at a depth of 0.3 mm. The observed field size and water depth dependence of the film sensitivity cannot be fully attributed to the usual variation of the photon spectrum with field size and water depth: measured optical densities do significantly depend on the amount of film material above the point of measurement and on the film orientation. A method for application of film for relative water dose measurements in a plane containing the beam axis in a 23 MV therapeutic photon beam is presented; the observed agreement between film and ionisation chamber measurements is very good: typically within 1% or 2 mm.